Could you Carry the Candy?? Worksheet

1 cup of M&Ms = ____oz
5 cups of M&Ms = ____oz
2 cups of Gummy Bears = ____oz
6 cups of Gummy Bears = ____oz
1 cup of Marshmallows = ____oz
7 cups of Marshmallows = ____oz

Convert Cups to Liters:
(# of cups)(1 Liter / 4.23 cups) = # of Liters

1 cup = ___L
5 cups = ___L
2 cups = ___L
6 cups = ___L
1 cup = ___L
7 cups = ___L

Convert Ounces to Grams:
(# of ounces)(23.5 grams / ounce) = # of grams

1 cup of M&Ms = ____g
5 cups of M&Ms = ____g
2 cups of Gummy Bears = ____g
6 cups of Gummy Bears = ____g
1 cup of Marshmallows = ____g
7 cups of Marshmallows = ____g

Calculate Density:
# of grams / # of Liters